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Evolutionary processes give rise to biodiversity at every level of organisation, including the levels of species, individual organisms. In July 2016, scientists reported identifying a set of 355 genes from the LUCA of all living on Earth. The fossil record includes a progression from early biogenic graphite, to microbial mat fossils, existing patterns of biodiversity have been shaped both by speciation and by extinction. More than 99 percent of all species that lived on Earth are estimated to be extinct. Start by marking “Reality Isn’t What It Used to Be” as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Anderson reveals the reality of postmodernism in politics, popular culture, religion, literary criticism, art, and philosophy -- making sense of everything from deconstructionism to punk. Get A Copy. Kindle Store. His defining statement on the first was To Govern Evolution: Further Adventures of the Political Animal. Its vision of human impacts on Earth’s life systems had been foreshadowed in his earlier book on American natural history, A Place of Power: The American Episode in Human Evolution, and was further developed in Evolution Isn’t What It Used To Be and All Connected Now. Walter Truett Anderson (1992). Reality isn’t what it used to be: Theatrical politics, ready-to wear religion, global myths, primitive chic, and other wonders of the postmodern world. New York, NY: HarperOne. Is this rooted in terror of losing one’s place? Shattered sense of identity in a pluralistic society? The Myth of Certainty. 1965—United States—the land of unlimited opportunity and unlimited natural resources. Todays’ Topics. Global climate change Terrorism Cybersecurity Nuclear